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Abstract

Single cell explorations offer a unique window to inspect molecules and events relevant to 

mechanisms and heterogeneity constituting the central dogma of biology. A large number of 

nucleic acids, proteins, metabolites and small molecules are involved in determining and fine-

tuning the state and function of a single cell at a given time point. Advanced optical platforms and 

nanotools provide tremendous opportunities to probe intracellular components with single-

molecule accuracy, as well as promising tools to adjust single cell activity. In order to obtain 

quantitative information (e.g. molecular quantity, kinetics and stoichiometry) within an intact cell, 

achieving the observation with comparable spatiotemporal resolution is a challenge. For single cell 

studies both the method of detection and the biocompatibility are critical factors as they determine 

the feasibility, especially when considering live cell analysis. Although a considerable proportion 

of single cell methodologies depend on specialized expertise and expensive instruments, it is our 

expectation that the information content and implication will outweigh the costs given the impact 

on life science enabled by single cell analysis.

INTRODUCTION

“The central dogma of molecular biology deals with the detailed residue-by-residue transfer 

of sequential information,” in a seminal work by Francis Crick in 1960s.1 This was the first 

time that the major components of a single cell (i.e. DNA, RNA and protein) were proposed 

to be functionally connected in complicated biological systems. Metazoan species, 

especially human beings, are highly heterogeneous and dynamic, containing billions of 

variedly differentiated cells that play fundamental roles in biological processes. Even cells 

within the same tissue or region, at a given time point might have distinct morphological 

properties and functional states that could result from just a minute discrepancy in their 

surrounding physicochemical environment, signaling communication, epigenetic regulation, 

cell cycle status or others. The population- and end-point-based measurement can no longer 

meet the requirements in present biomedical research. Owing to innovations in optics and 

nanoscale materials, the spatiotemporal resolution of our observation has made “seeing 

inside cells” a reality. Therefore over the past few decades, our understanding of DNA 

replication, RNA transcription, protein translation and related intracellular events has been 

expanded and deepened at an unprecedented pace.2, 3 Elucidation of intracellular 
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interactions and dynamics will aid in a better understanding of the structure and function of 

tissues and organs. One can anticipate that single cell studies will greatly reshape the 

architecture base of our biological knowledge to impact future practices in healthcare, 

ecology and environmental science.

Since cell nucleus, cytoplasm, organelles and membranes have distinct biochemical and 

biophysical properties, studying the molecules and activities in subcellular compartments 

requires different sets of tools because of the complexity involved in probing and extracting 

the desired information. Given the spatiotemporal scale of molecular events taking place in 

living cells (Figure 1), an ideal platform for detection should, in essence provide information 

at the spatial resolution of nanometer and at the temporal resolution of millisecond 

simultaneously. For some highly dynamic processes, such as molecular rotation and enzyme 

catalysis, the temporal scale may extend down to the microsecond-level or below. The 

variation in transcription and translation of different genes may bring about another 

dimension in the challenges posed for quantitative single cell analysis. For a typical human 

cell, 3 billion base pairs of DNA are contained in its nucleus, which encode approximate 

21,000 genes. For a differentiated cell to carry out its normal function, on an average 

360,000 mRNA molecules from about 12,000 different transcript types could exist. In HeLa 

cells, around 2.3 billion protein molecules reside in each single cell, giving rise to a 

concentration of 1 million proteins per femtoliter.4 It also must be taken into consideration 

that the copy numbers of different transcripts and proteins vary radically: from tens of 

copies (e.g. HER2 mRNA in MCF-7 cells5) to thousands of copies (e.g. some housekeeping 

genes). This numeric cascade along with the transmission of genetic information from DNA 

to RNA to protein makes it a challenging proposition to detect, analyze and quantify the 

products even for a single gene at all the three levels.

In this review we focus on two major aspects – optical approaches for single cell analysis 

and nanoprobes that enable single-molecule sensing. In this context, quantitative detection 

of nucleic acids, proteins, metabolites and small molecules at the single cell level is 

elaborated with representative applications and examples. In the final part, future prospects 

and developmental challenges are also briefly discussed.

NANOMATERIALS IN SINGLE CELL SENSING

In this section we discuss the different aspects of nanomaterials that are instrumental in 

single-molecule sensing. Tunable metallic nanomaterials (e.g. gold, silver and iron), carbon-

derived nanomaterials (e.g. graphene and nanotube) and polymer-based nanomaterials (e.g. 

nanobubble and origami) play increasingly pivotal roles in basic science research and 

engineering (Figure 2). They can be efficiently introduced into single cells to perform 

diverse functions with minimum perturbations.

Nanomaterials provide excellent stability and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and can serve as 

ideal reporters of sparse information from single cells. Of a myriad of nanomaterials, gold 

nanoparticles (GNPs) are the most extensively used contrast agents whose size and shape 

can be easily controlled. Due to localized surface plasmon resonance, GNPs have 

characteristic light extinction (absorption and scattering) patterns. Upon illumination, they 
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exhibit different colors depending upon the morphology and inter-particle distance, and 

hence can serve as ideal single-molecule labeling materials for colorimetric assays and dark-

field microscopy.6–8 When used as contrast agents in hyperspectral dark-field microscopy, 

the scattering of GNPs on a pixel-by-pixel basis can be extracted as a spectrum. Then by 

filtering the spectra, the spectral characteristics of interest can be reconstructed background-

free and shown as images (Figure 6b).9–11 This appealing potential enables us to investigate 

the dynamic localization of nanomaterials inside single cells and also serve as a powerful 

tool for uncovering biological mechanisms not possible by conventional methods. 

Interestingly, with intense luminescence under red laser excitation, aspect ratio tunable gold 

nanorods (GNRs) have also been applied in single-molecule tracking (Figure 7c).12, 13 In 

addition to serving as a contrast agent, the intense surface plasmon field makes GNPs an 

ideal substrate for amplifying the spontaneous but weak Raman scattering signals. GNPs 

with different attributes have been successfully implemented for sensing trace amount of 

target molecules under a diversity of conditions.9, 14, 15

Another class of nanomaterials constitute the semiconductor nanocrystals, namely quantum 

dots (QDs), which have attracted extensive attention due to their outstanding quantum 

efficiency and tunability in emitted light. QDs are often synthesized with binary compounds, 

and the diameter of formed crystal structure is smaller than the exciton Bohr radius, which 

exhibits unique electronic characteristics – quantum confinement. The corresponding band 

gap energy of QDs, predominantly determined by size, is inversely proportional to the 

absorbance and emission. This physical property yields QDs in a range of colors from violet 

to infrared. Compared to conventional fluorophores, QDs are tens of times brighter and 

hundreds of times more stable, rendering them ideal for long-term single-molecule imaging 

and tracking.16–18 Recently, photoblinking QDs have been shown to be promising materials 

for localization-based super-resolution microscopy.19, 20 Furthermore, by tuning QDs to 

near-infrared region, probing single cells under in vivo conditions is now possible.21 A 

major concern in the extensive use of QDs is their underlying toxicity since the first 

generation of QDs often contains heavy metal elements (e.g. cadmium) requiring a long time 

for clearance from the body. Encouragingly, “nontoxic” QDs enabled by optimized 

synthesis and polymer coating are rapidly arising.22, 23

Metallic nanomaterials in addition to its signal generation properties can also be used as a 

quencher, for example, quenching fluorescence when used in molecular beacon (MB). 

Based on a distance-dependent mechanism, noble metal nanoparticles have been found to be 

powerful quenchers of fluorophores when held at a proximal distance.24, 25 This property 

provides us ample opportunities in single-molecule probing if an intracellular component 

needs to be selectively tagged. In a typical MB probe, the two termini are respectively 

conjugated with a nanoquencher and a fluorescent reporter.26 In the absence of target, the 

probe itself would form a loose stem-loop structure that brings together the nanoquencher 

and the fluorescent reporter. Therefore the non-specific emission can be potently inhibited. 

In the presence of target, the loop would be stretched upon hybridization, then generating a 

detectable signal. Besides gold and silver nanomaterials, graphene, graphene oxide and 

single-walled carbon nanotube have recently been tested to be more effective 
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quenchers.27–29 Using this class of nanomaterials, the traditional MB approach has been 

significantly improved to detect mRNAs in live cells at a higher degree of specificity.30

With better instrumentation for fabrication, not only can nanomaterials be tuned to different 

conformations, but a variety of sophisticated nanodevices can be constructed, such as one-

dimension nanoneedles for penetrating cell membranes in real-time measurements (Figure 

9a).31, 32 These nanodevices can be further adapted to different platforms where the signals 

from ongoing processes and relevant molecules can be converted to quantifiable statistics. 

Nanoneedle-based biosensors have already been used for quantifying mRNA molecules, 

chemical carcinogens, apoptotic enzymes and reactive oxygen species (ROS).33–36 The 

advantage of nanodevices primarily comes from their extraordinary biocompatibility and 

superb surface-area-to-volume ratio. However, to ensure the durability and reproducibility 

of most nanodevices is a challenging task.

Since the nanomaterials and nanodevices are exogenous to cells, biocompatibility and 

cytotoxicity are some of the crucial concerns for single cell analysis, especially when 

probing living cells. Introduction of any external materials into living cells would have 

unpredictable impact since the cellular physiology is subject to various stresses. A paradox 

is thus emerging in the development of nanomaterials: for single cell studies an ideal probe 

should be as small as possible; but for a number of nanomaterials, the smaller they are, the 

greater their surface-area-to-volume ratio, leading to a higher chemical activity which could 

generate excessive ROS to damage cells.37, 38 Additionally, quite a few nanomaterials are 

hydrophobic, preventing their uptake by cells. Hence, in order to lower any possible toxic 

impact and increase water solubility, the surface of nanomaterials is usually modified by 

polymers (e.g. polyethylene glycol) or biomimetic decoys.39, 40 Nevertheless, the fast 

growing field of nanotechnology is expected to refuel single cell-based research with 

thrilling precisions and new discoveries. The enriching toolbox of nanomaterials will not 

only empower us to see the microscopic world more clearly but also provide the foundation 

for single cell manipulation. In the near future, we expect nanotools to play a key role in the 

detection and correction of a single ill cell in vivo with single-molecule accuracy.

ADVANCED OPTICAL PLATFORMS FOR SINGLE CELL STUDIES

Around 340 years have passed since Robert Hooke and Van Leeuwenhoek popularized the 

optical microscope to observe cells and micro-organisms. Today optical microscopy with 

fitted modules or labeling materials is still the most direct way to visualize intracellular 

contents and events. Microscopic platforms such as electron microscope (EM) and atomic 

force microscope (AFM) are able to achieve sub-nanometer resolution however, when 

dissecting single cells or subcellular ultrastructures, specialized sample preparation/fixation 

techniques are required. In comparison, the capacity to capture dynamic processes and 

multiple components is an exceptional strength that optical microscopes possess. In the next 

several subsections, we will briefly discuss the newly developed optical approaches for 

single cell research.
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Label-free detection

Undoubtedly, although we have a multitude of nanomaterial choices to label intracellular 

entities, non-invasive detection is attractive because it provides the ability to probe the intact 

structure and delicate metabolism of cells. Among the existing methods, scattered light-

based spectroscopy and microscopy are outstanding in evaluating subcellular contents and 

events. Currently, one major approach that takes advantage of scattering signals is chemical 

fingerprinting by Raman spectroscopy. As a group of label-free tools, Raman spectroscopy 

and microscopy are able to generate characteristic molecular vibrational fingerprints 

corresponding to energy levels. For instance, the C-H stretch bond enriched in lipids can be 

used to map cholesterol storage and adipocyte under a variety of physiological and 

pathological conditions at the single cell level.41 Theoretically, because the inelastic 

scattering, spontaneous Raman signal has a much lower intensity compared to Rayleigh 

scattering (elastic scattering), a high laser excitation and long integration time might be 

necessary for measurement.42 With the emergence of novel techniques including the 

surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS),43 tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 

(TERS),44 coherent anti-stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS)45 and stimulated Raman 

spectroscopy (SRS),46 fast label-free profiling of a single live cell will become feasible.

Since quite a few intrinsic biomolecules and metabolites, such as tryptophan, phenylalanine, 

NAD(P)H and flavin, can emit autofluorescence upon appropriate excitations, they also 

attract considerable attention in probing single cells label-free.47 Another elegant technique 

worth mentioning is the mass spectroscopy imaging (MSI), although this may not be defined 

exclusively as optical. In the matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization MSI (MALDI-MSI), 

thousands of fingerprints of intracellular biomolecules, in terms of mass-to-charge ratio 

(m/z), can be obtained in a label-free manner (Figure 9c). A prominent advantage for MSI is 

its capability to simultaneously collect all the characteristics of proteins, lipids, metabolites 

and chemicals in one single image with any desired combinations. MSI holds great promise 

for cell classification, cancer diagnosis, and metabolomics analysis.48–51 With further 

improvement of its spatiotemporal resolution, ambient MSI will be a valuable addition to the 

arsenal for single cell studies.

Despite their advantages in probing cells without extra labeling, several common limitations 

for label-free detection should be considered before application. First, in spite of the 

exceptional detection sensitivity, the chemical bond-dependence of the Raman signal can 

hardly be attributed to a unique source since most chemical bonds are shared by a large 

number of biomolecules. In light of this, it is necessary to integrate multiplexed 

characteristics of the target to improve the detection specificity, which is also true for MSI. 

Another limitation is the spatial resolution. Due to the limitation in specificity, at present 

label-free detection lags behind fluorescent microscopy to obtain high-quality images. To 

our excitement, by re-aligning the pattern of optical illumination, a label-free method has 

been shown to achieve the sub-diffraction resolution in far-field imaging, which holds 

tremendous promise for future single cell studies.52 Other concerns include limited 

penetration depth, potential photodamage and highly specialized instrumentation, which 

await future improvement.
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Super-resolution microscopy for diffraction-unlimited interrogation

The resolution barrier imposed by the intrinsic diffraction limit of optical microscopy 

(discovered by Ernst Abbe) obscures the inspection of subcellular components and activities 

occurring below ~200 nm. Near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM)53 and total 

internal reflection fluorescence microscope (TIRFM) were established to break the 

diffraction limit, but their instrumental setup constrains the focus to near-surface subjects. 

Over the last decade, with the development in optics and nanomaterials, several 

revolutionary methods have successfully achieved the diffraction-unlimited scales by far-

field optical imaging.54–56

In general, the mechanisms of mainstream super-resolution microscopies can be divided into 

two major groups: patterned illumination-based imaging, such as stimulated emission 

depletion (STED) microscopy and structured-illumination microscopy (SIM); single-

molecule localization-based imaging, such as stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy 

(STORM) and photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM). Detailed theories and 

instrumentations of these techniques are illustrated in other in-depth reviews.57, 58 

Admittedly, to quantitatively describe the molecular events in a single live cell the spatial 

resolution needs to improve. The temporal resolution is another imperative hurdle that 

remains to be overcome. To some extent, a better spatial resolution, necessitating more 

emitted and collected photons from each pixel/voxel, is often at the cost of imaging speed. 

As illustrated above, the real-time events related to the genomic and proteomic kinetics 

mostly happen at the millisecond level, while at least hundreds of milliseconds are needed to 

obtain one super-resolution image for a mammalian cell in the range between 10–100 µm.59 

The trade-off between spatial and temporal resolutions needs to be well-balanced. For 

example, the interferometric PALM (iPALM) has an outstanding spatial resolution of 

around 10 nm, but it requires 20,000–100,000 frames (> 1 min) to reconstruct one image, 

thus making it quite powerful in resolving static finer structures of the cellular components 

rather than dynamic monitoring.60 Key parameters related to the spatiotemporal resolutions 

of recently commercialized super-resolution microscopes are listed in Table 1.

To further improve the temporal resolution of high-resolution imaging, in addition to 

developing better fluorophores with higher quantum efficiency, the response frequency and 

photon collection efficiency of detectors are among the primary components that can be 

further improved despite their significant advances. Electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) 

and intensified CCD (ICCD) are some of the devices presently used to amplify the signal 

gain generated from photoelectrons thousands of times, hence conducive to fast-speed 

super-resolution imaging.64, 65 Given the advances, the prospects for the next generation of 

super-resolution microscopy are anticipated to revolutionize our understanding of the 

dynamic cell structures and behaviors.

Single-molecule systems for quantifying dynamics

The ability of single-molecule techniques to provide real-time information on intracellular 

dynamics is an unparalleled advantage. Methods such as Fluorescence Recovery After 

Photobleaching (FRAP), Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) and Fluorescence 

Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) are several of the key techniques that enable single-
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molecule sensitivity. The principle of FRAP is based on temporarily bleaching the local 

fluorophores by high-energy illumination followed by recording the in situ recovery rate of 

fluorescence intensity, from which molecular diffusion can be quantified.67 FRAP is quite 

useful for biological studies related to cell membrane diffusion and protein interactions 

occurring at the timescale of seconds (Figure 3).68, 69 However, a considerable number of 

molecular dynamics in live cells takes place within the time domain ranging from 

microseconds to milliseconds, which is beyond the scope of normal FRAP detection. FCS 

and fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS), are also popular approaches 

(Figure 4) with potential to monitor the dynamic motion of biomolecules at single-molecule 

resolution.70–73 In FCS a femtoliter volume of the sample is probed to provide microsecond 

temporal resolution using single photon avalanche photodiode detectors (SPAD). The 

fluorescence fluctuation profile thus measured could be used to track the dynamic nature of 

proteins and other molecules with autocorrelation (in FCS) or cross-correlation (in FCCS) 

functions. By fitting with appropriate mathematical models, a number of parameters related 

to the number of molecules, hydrodynamic radius and kinetics can be determined. Extracted 

from the same fluorescence fluctuation profile, molecular stoichiometry can be further 

determined based on single-molecule brightness using Photon Counting Histogram 

(PCH).74, 75 Similarly, dark-field microscopy equipped with the analytical ability to monitor 

and quantify single-molecule dynamics without fluorescent labels can also be used for 

motion tracking (Figure 8c).76

Depending upon the high temporal resolution and ultrashort pulsed laser of advanced single-

molecule detection systems, fluorescence lifetime-based evaluations are becoming popular. 

Fluorescence lifetime describes the average time the fluorophore stays at the excited state 

prior to emitting the first photon, and is found to be independent on molecular 

concentrations but sensitive to physicochemical factors of the surrounding environment.77 

Fluorescence lifetime has been used to assess the real-time status of intracellular 

microenvironment (e.g. pH and metabolites).78, 79 Some FLIM applications integrates 

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) to probe molecular interactions, where FRET is 

defined as the non-radiative energy transfer between appropriate fluorescent donor and 

acceptor through dipole-dipole coupling within 10 nm. FLIM-based FRET (FLIM-FRET) 

depends on the reduction in the fluorescence lifetime of donors upon energy transfer, and is 

a robust way to obtain quantitative information on spatial interactions.80–82 FCS, FLIM and 

FRET measurements constitute the core of single-molecule tools to probe intracellular 

events, and have given rise to a series of advanced derivatives such as fluorescence lifetime 

cross-correlation spectroscopy (FLCS).71, 8384 In the future one can expect lable-free 

techniques to monitor biomolecule dynamics.

For both super-resolution microscopes and single-molecule systems, an unavoidable concern 

is phototoxicity, especially in FRAP experiments. A photon flux as low as 0.2 W/cm2 for 

imaging green fluorescent proteins (GFP) can irreversibly change the genetic activity, cell 

metabolism and finer structures.85 Hence, pulsed laser (e.g. in FCS and FLIM) and multi-

photon excitation (e.g. in super-resolution microscopy) are suggested to be optimal for 

optical interrogation. The use of pulsed lasers in single cell studies, in contrast to continuous 

laser, permits a much lower excitation rate to be incident on samples so as to reduce the 
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probability of photodamage and photobleaching. However, even though single-molecule 

tools such as FCS can be applied with ultrashort pulsed laser, the point-based measurement 

requires a considerable number of collection points and time from each cell, which might be 

detrimental to cell physiology. When multi-photon excitation is used, very limited cross-

section (σ, in the order of 10−50 cm4s/photon for two-photon absorption) can be obtained to 

greatly reduce the unnecessary stimulation of the out-of-focus area.77 Taking into account 

the pros and cons of optical approaches, it is thus critical to choose the best fitted 

methodology and platform to probe different intracellular contents.

SELECTED APPLICATIONS IN SINGLE CELL PROBING

Characterization of DNA and chromatin contents

DNA is the basic building block that encodes genetic information in a species-conserved 

manner. The genetic information encrypted in DNA can be transmitted in two directions: the 

information is horizontally passed on to daughter cells through replication; or the template is 

hierarchically transmitted to form downstream proteins through transcription and translation. 

Nearly all of the physiological and pathological conditions are determined by these activities 

occurring in each single cell. Hence, quantitative assessment of DNA and chromatin related 

contents would pave the way for elucidating higher-order life phenomena.

Currently, most of the single cell DNA related studies are driven by gene-specific detection 

rather than global quantification since it is uncommon for ensemble DNA contents to 

significantly alter even under pathological conditions. However, some attempts were made 

to assess the amount of DNA inside single cells with label-free imaging. By identifying the 

Raman peaks around 785 cm−1 and 1090 cm−1 as fingerprints, DNA has been quantitatively 

mapped in live cells by SRS to differentiate cell phases (Figure 5a).86

The diffraction-unlimited precision of super-resolution microscopy also allows us to 

quantify chromatin contents. After the whole human genome and functional elements are 

mapped, the next challenge is to characterize the genomic landscape of natural chromatin 

where DNA is intertwined with histones and other factors. Applying fluorescence 

hybridization and super-resolution localization microscopy, a labeled locus can be imaged at 

10–20 nm accuracy (e.g. centromeres as shown in Figure 5b).87, 88 Further, considerable 

efforts have also been devoted to visualizing the structure of chromatin or certain regions in 

single nucleus with quantifiable information.89–91 It is well-known that DNA replication 

takes place within specific machineries with the involvement of two major proteins – 

proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and replication protein A (RPA). By labeling 

PCNA and RPA, STED microscopy successfully revealed that a single DNA replication 

factory is approximately 150 nm in size and up to 1,400 such factories could exist in an 

early S-phase nucleus (Figure 5c).92

Based on these achievements, it is anticipated that the dynamic process of DNA replication 

can be soon deciphered in live cells. Future efforts will also focus on evaluating 3D 

interaction of chromatin elements, drug targeting effects and real-time in situ gene 

regulation. In pursuit of these aims, the availability of single cell-sequencing will 

substantially complement the observations from phenotypic analysis.
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Single mRNA counting

The number of transcripts serves as a direct indicator of the expression of specific genes. By 

labeling different mRNAs with fluorophores in a “barcode” pattern and applying STORM 

microscopy, 32 different mRNAs were simultaneously quantified in a single Saccharomyes 

cerevisiae cell.93 To date nanomaterial-based MB has experienced drastic development and 

is extensively applied for quantitative mRNA imaging in single cells with superior 

sensitivity and specificity (Figure 6a).94–97 An interesting combination was to couple a 

nanoneedle with MB probes to count single copies of mRNAs inside living HeLa cells;33 

Other than hybridization methods, mRNA can also be labeled via MS2 system, a recognition 

mechanism derived from bacteriophage MS2. Upon inserting the MS2 sequence into the 

gene of interest, its transcribed mRNA would contain a unique stem-loop structure that can 

be recognized by MS2 coat protein (MCP). By combining MCP with FCS, the β-actin 

mRNA was quantified at the nanomolar level in single cells.98

In human cells, the number of genes is much lower than the number of identified mRNAs 

and proteins because of alternative splicing. However, very limited tools are available to 

evaluate the dynamic quantity and distribution of spliced transcripts in a single cell. 

Recently, utilizing the coupling between nanoplasmonic dimers of GNPs, three splice 

variants of the breast cancer susceptibility gene, BRCA1, were counted at single-copy 

resolution in living cells by hyperspectral dark-field imaging (Figure 6b).10 A key limitation 

of hyperspectral dark-field microscopy is in the speed since it relies on spectroscopy-based 

collection. Instrumentation that can fast select spectral windows is expected to increase the 

data acquisition rate. Future developments of counting single mRNAs could lie in multiplex 

detection of different mRNAs, identification of genetic mutation at the transcript level, and 

coordination with single protein counting to unlock the translation machinery.

Labeling-dependent protein profiling

It is estimated that more than 100,000 different types of proteins exist in the human body. 

Except water, half of the human body is composed of proteins, and nearly all the cellular 

activities are carried out with the involvement of proteins. Correctly forming a protein 

molecule is the final step in the vertical transmission of genetic information. Techniques for 

determining the protein content and distribution inside a single cell would greatly advance 

modern biomedicine.

Quantification of proteins has been demonstrated due to the excellent resolution and 

sensitivity of advanced optical microscopies.99, 100 For instance, the plasma membrane 

located HER2 tyrosine kinase protein (human epidermal growth factor receptor 2), a 

diagnostic biomarker of breast cancers, was found to form clusters with a mean size of 67 

nm by super-resolution microscopy (Figure 7a),101 which was also characterized by 

scattering spectroscopy with a GNPs coupling-based plasmon resonance strategy (Figure 

7b).102 Such cross-validation greatly enhances the credibility of single cell studies, and 

might lead to a better stratification of patients in clinics. A detailed protocol for quantifying 

the number, size and density of protein clusters within subcellular compartments based on 

PALM was recently documented as well.103 Using gold nanorods conjugated with 

monoclonal HER2 antibody-Herceptin® (H-GNRs), the HER2 mediated intracellular 
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transition was tracked in single SKBR3 cells by FCS. At different time points, the 

concentration of H-GNRs in different cell organelles was precisely determined (Figure 

7c).12 In another study, employing FLCS to simultaneously monitor the quantities of 

epidermal growth factor receptor and antagonist antibody, their real-time association was 

quantitatively evaluated in HEK293 cells with a single blue laser excitation.71

In oncology, cancer stem cells (CSCs) are thought to play a crucial role in the initiation and 

recurrence of cancers. An innovative methodology comprising of SERS and hyperspectral 

dark-field microscopy was developed to quantify the surface CD44/CD24 ratio in living 

single cells by growing DNA-GNP-based network on the cell membrane, facilitating the 

identification of breast CSCs (Figure 7d).9

Although a range of high-resolution tools to analyze proteins in single cells exist, most of 

research findings are still from fixed cells. Live single cell analysis will provide valuable 

insights to better interpret protein quantity and distribution in different cell types.

Dissecting intracellular dynamics

Dynamics of transcription—Several quantitative models have been established to 

characterize transcription via single-molecule tools and nano-manipulation, but mostly in 

vitro.104–106 Considering the multi-component involvement and intricate regulation of 

transcription, information obtained from live cells will become the wave of the future and 

might even be the norm. For instance, it has been reported that the transcription dynamics 

involves the clustering of RNA polymerase II (RNAP II); with time-correlated PALM 

(tcPALM) the real-time clustering rate of RNAP II was characterized and the average 

lifetime for a transient cluster was determined to be 5.1 ± 0.4 seconds, while external stimuli 

could have a significant impact on the clustering during genetic regulation.107

In eukaryotic cells, transcription is controlled by transcription factors (TFs), a group of 

proteins capable of binding to specific DNA sequences and recruiting RNAP. Hence, the 

process of TFs assembling at the target sites becomes a rate-limit step in transcription. In a 

recent study, single-molecule tools were implemented in embryonic stem cells to investigate 

the intracellular kinetics of Sox2.108 A “trial-and-error” model was proposed and it was 

determined that Sox2 would experience 84–97 events of free diffusion (3.3–3.7 second), 

interspersed with transient collision (0.75–0.9 second), before identifying and anchoring 

onto the target sequence (12.0–14.6 second). A follow-up study also uncovered the distinct 

searching modes of c-Myc and P-TEFb.109 Once RNAP is recruited by TFs, the next step is 

mRNA elongation. By engineering β-actin gene with MS2 system, the progression rate for 

RNAP II was determined to be 3.3 kb/minute in human O2OS cells by FRAP (Figure 8a).110 

With novel nanoscopic tools, critical dynamic properties implicated in single cell 

transcription could be further discovered.

Dynamics of nuclear proteins—Over the past few years, single-molecule techniques 

have considerably contributed to the elucidation of dynamics and heterogeneity of nuclear 

proteins, which can be well-exemplified by the evaluation of interaction between chromatin 

and DNA methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1) in single nucleus. DNMT1 is the major enzyme to 

catalyze the maintenance DNA methylation that is critical for genomic activity and stability. 
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Utilizing FRAP the loading dynamics of DNMT1 onto chromatin was profiled and found to 

be associated with the DNA replication machinery.111, 112 In addition, by applying 3D SIM, 

the coupling model of DNMT1 on chromatin was refined and two alternatives were 

proposed to access hemi-methylated DNA: a PCNA-binding domain-dependent interaction 

in early S-phase (residence time ≤ 10 seconds), and a targeting sequence domain-dependent 

interaction (residence time ~ 22 seconds), which provides a new perspective in viewing the 

function of nuclear proteins under physiological circumstances.113 For proteins of 

millisecond mobility, FCS has been used to quantify their dynamics and unravel the 

behavioral modes.114, 115 As shown in Figure 8b, by constructing different fusion variants, 

the interplay between DNA and Oct4 was comprehensively investigated in two-cell mouse 

embryos.

Dynamics of molecular interactions—Oftentimes proteins do not stay in the 

monomeric state. It is thus of interest to assess their associations, which necessitates the 

development of methods to determine protein-DNA interactions and kinetics of 

oligomerization. For biomolecules labeled with fluorophores, PCH can be applied to define 

the stoichiometry of homogeneous oligomers. For example, upon measuring the brightness 

of monomeric GFP as control, it was found that toll-like receptor 9 with a GFP tag (TLR9-

GFP) binds to DNA with a 2:1 stoichiometric ratio.116 On the other hand, FCCS and FRET 

are powerful tools to quantitatively resolve a heterogeneous complex, but with respective 

strengths: FCCS can determine the binding affinity while FRET is superior in the 

assessment of inter-molecule distance. Based on these technical features, the mitogen 

activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade in live single yeast was mapped in relation to 

membrane association and regulation by the Ste5 scaffold protein.117 It is known that 

activation of MAPK pathway will initiate DNA replication and cell proliferation. 

Considering the fact that chromatin contains a plethora of epigenetic modifications on 

histones, to conserve this set of epigenetic information the newly synthesized chromatin has 

to establish the same pattern as its parental template. From FLIM-FRET it was confirmed 

that PCNA can interact with histone acetyltransferases SAS-I and Rtt109p (distance ~6–6.2 

nm) during S-phase to maintain the epigenetic memory.118 Collectively, the explosion of 

advances in optics and nanoscale interrogation have empowered biology not only to 

scrutinize the intracellular world that was long-unknown, but also to acquire the dynamic 

connections with unprecedented accuracy.

Label-free fingerprinting metabolites, peptides and small molecules

Given the complexity of a single cell, a number of various biomolecules are involved and 

participate in diverse functions, serving as structural scaffolds, signaling messengers, redox 

substrates, enzyme co-factors, energy carriers, regulatory components and indicative 

biomarkers. Conventional approaches can only resolve a fraction of the whole puzzle due to 

the limited means of labeling. In comparison, the enriched tools for label-free molecular 

fingerprinting can provide a convenient measure of cell identity and metabolism.

Metabolites and small molecules are excellent targets for label-free single cell probing. 

Single cell SERS detection can probe abundant chemical bonds if a biocompatible Raman-

enhancing substrate is introduced.119, 120 Several strategies are developed to tackle this. The 
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first is to grow the cells directly on a SERS substrate. Using this strategy, cancer cells in 2D 

and 3D configuration at different stages of tumorigenesis could be readily classified with 

almost 100% accuracy.121 The second is to deliver nanomaterials, such as GNPs, to desired 

subcellular compartments. GNPs functionalized with nuclear localization signaling peptide 

can efficiently penetrate nuclear membranes for in situ biochemical sensing.122 A more 

intriguing approach constituting the intracellular growth of gold nanoislands to map the 

reduction of toxic chromate have also been illustrated and the detection of trivalent and 

hexavalent Chromium was possible by SERS in singe living cells (Figure 9b).123 The fourth 

is to compose specialized nanodevices, for example, the use of nanoneedles for SERS 

detection.124 With the carbon nanotube-based nanoneedle coated with 20-nm GNPs, 1 pM 

of glycine can be detected inside cells.125

Until today a dominant portion of single cell studies using CARS and SRS have focused on 

evaluating lipids since their enriched C-H bond produces a superb Raman contrast around 

2850 cm−1.126 Upon identifying and quantifying this vibrational stretch in single cells, 

understanding lipid synthesis and movement,127 neuronal demyelination and 

remyelination,128 reagents targeting lipid metabolism and cholesterol storage129 have been 

explored. CARS was also used to monitor the cellular uptake of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) 

(PLGA) nanoparticle that is a degradable drug carrier and has a characteristic CH3 signal at 

2940 cm−1 (Figure 9d).130

Besides Raman scattering, autofluorescence emitted by intrinsic molecules of cells also 

contains useful information. By classifying flavin species into three major groups (flavin 

mononucleotide (FMN), free flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and bound FAD) based on 

different fluorescence lifetimes under a blue excitation, an integrated lifetime measured by 

FLIM system can be mathematically deconvoluted to differentiate malignant breast cancer 

cells from non-malignant cells.78

As mentioned above, MSI is an effective label-free technique for peptide mapping, and 

particularly helpful in cell classification. A characteristic m/z value of the target generates 

the fingerprint for MSI to identify cancer cells, for example, an m/z value of 9,744 for 

proteasome activator subunit 1 (PSME1, overexpressed in ovarian tumors)131 and an m/z 

value of 8,404 for cysteine-rich intestinal protein 1 (CRIP1, overexpressed in HER2-positive 

breast cancers).132 Besides those two, MSI is employed in a variety of other 

malignancies,133, 134 contributing to early diagnosis and prognosis monitoring. Moreover, 

due to its multiplex capability and the data obtained, MSI appears to be a potent supplement 

in drug discovery and single cell metabolomics.135–137

The number of nanotools and methods for label-free assays is rapidly increasing. However, 

only a small fraction of these methods are applicable to probe at the single cell scale, while a 

majority of the approaches are performed with cell lysates or bulky samples under limited 

conditions. Customizing platforms for single-molecule sensing in intact cells is still very 

challenging. Another immediate goal is to establish platform-oriented fingerprint libraries of 

specific molecules for high-throughput screening.
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CONCLUSION

During the historical transition from superstitious astrology and alchemy to modern physics 

and chemistry, quantitative understanding of mechanical forces, electricity, light, chemical 

elements and reaction kinetics have resulted in revolutionary advances. Today, to understand 

a single cell in modern biology, quantitative measurements of various biomolecules and 

intracellular events hold the key. In conventional molecular biology, methods such as DNA 

sequencing, RNA polymerase chain reaction and protein western blot rely on the ensemble 

observations from a population of cells, overlooking the cellular heterogeneity and 

intermediate dynamics. Therefore, dissecting those components at the subcellular level 

provides a new dimension in interpreting life and diseases.

Admittedly, a number of facts with regard to optical methods and nanomaterials need further 

optimization. First, to achieve high-throughput readout from most single cell studies is a 

significant challenge since the trade-off between speed and precision limits the number of 

assessed cells. Combining single cell tools with flow cytometry could be a possible solution. 

Second, although we have obtained a large number of data from cultured cells, it is more 

crucial to understand the behavior of a cell within its natural growth environment. Thus 3D 

ex vivo models could be used as an intermediate step. Third, nowadays fully biocompatible 

nanomaterials are still scarce. Therefore biomolecule-based nanomaterials, such as peptide 

nanosensor,79 xeno-nucleic acid138 and DNA origami,139 might be future options. Last but 

not the least, to correlate the micro-scale genotype with the macro-scale phenotype requires 

a combinatorial elucidation. With the groundbreaking development in single cell-sequencing 

techniques, the hope of obtaining informative DNA and RNA sequences from single cells is 

becoming a reality.140–142 Further efforts in understanding the function of genes and their 

regulatory contribution in a loci-specific manner can also be expected.

The biggest challenge brings about the best solutions as well. Single cell study is still not 

commonplace in biology and only a fraction of the possibilities, if any have been explored. 

Opportunities abound in enhancing our knowledge of embryogenesis, development, aging, 

chronic disease (e.g. diabetes) and cancer – solution to these questions exclusively hinges 

upon how much we know about the function of a single cell ~1 picoliter in volume where an 

unknown number of reactions (possibly, millions) occur in the timescale ranging from 

microseconds or lower to hours/days.
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FIGURE 1. 
The spatiotemporal scales expected for single cell studies.
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FIGURE 2. 
Nanomaterials, ranging from 1 nm to ~100 nm, are broadly applied in single cell studies.
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FIGURE 3. 
FRAP for measuring molecular dynamics inside live single cells. (a) Recombinant YFP-GL-

GPI plasmid was transfected into COS-7 cells. After photobleaching, the fluorescence 

recovery profile was recorded for 80 s. (b) Recovery curves of three regions are presented. A 

standard FRAP curve contains several critical points (right panel): initial intensity pre-

bleach (Fi), starting point for post-bleach (F0), half maximal fluorescence recovery (F1/2), 

and ultimate recovered fluorescence (F∞). (c) Effective diffusion coefficients of EGFP, 

LC3, tfLC3 and p53 in live COS-7 cells were obtained. (Reprinted with permission from 

Ref 69. Copyright 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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FIGURE 4. 
FCS techniques for single cell analysis. (a) For fluorescent molecules without interaction, 

one-component FCS can be used to determine molecular dynamics, number, size, and 

stoichiometry. (b) For molecules with higher degrees of interaction, two-component FCCS 

or FLCS (in combination with FRET) can be applied. In FCCS, the association (cross-

correlation) is determined when signals from different molecules are simultaneously 

detected within a diffraction limited spot. In FLCS, molecules with different fluorescence 

lifetimes can be separated, for example, distinguishing the FRET molecules from non-FRET 

ones.
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FIGURE 5. 
Single cell studies at the DNA and chromatin levels. (a) Label-free SRS imaging of nucleic 

acids in live cells. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 86. Copyright 2012 John Wiley & 

Sons, Inc.) (b) Spectral Precision Distance/Position Determination Microscopy (SPDM) was 

applied to map the nanostructure of centromere 9 with an accuracy of 10–20 nm. (Reprinted 

with permission from Ref 87. Copyright 2010 MDPI AG, Basel, Switzerland) (c) Super-

resolution imaging of DNA replication factories based on PCNA and RPA. HU: 

hydroxyurea treatment. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 92. Copyright 2009 BioMed 

Central Ltd)
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FIGURE 6. 
Single cell studies at the RNA level. (a) HT1080-GFP-96mer cells were incubated with 

ratiometric bimolecular beacons (RBMBs) targeting GFP mRNAs. Pink signal (in i) is from 

the reference dye. Green fluorescence is from the reporter dye (in ii). Single-molecule FISH 

was performed (red in iii) to validate the targeting efficiency of RBMBs (overlay in iv). 

(Reprinted with permission from Ref 96. Copyright 2013 Oxford University Press) (b) 

Alternative splicing of BRCA1 was assessed by hyperspectral dark-field microscopy. GNP 

dimers exhibit a red-shifted color compared to monomers (in i). GNP-based probes flanking 

distant mRNA regions enable the identification of variants with spliced-out exons (in ii). 

(Reprinted with permission from Ref 10. Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing Group)
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FIGURE 7. 
Multimodal characterization of breast cancer surface markers. (a) HER2 clusters on SKBR3 

cell membrane can be resolved by super-resolution microscopy. (Reprinted with permission 

from Ref 101. Copyright 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) (b) The density of HER2 clusters 

can also be evaluated with GNP labels by scattering microscopy. The density positively 

correlates with the plasmonic peak (λmax). (Reprinted with permission from Ref 102. 

Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society) (c) HER2 mediated cellular uptake was 

tracked by H-GNRs and FCS. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 12. Copyright 2009 

American Chemical Society) (d) The ratio of CD44/CD24 was quantified by SERS to 

identify breast CSCs. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 9. Copyright 2011 American 

Chemical Society)
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FIGURE 8. 
Single-molecule dynamics inside cells. (a) The rate of mRNA transcription was quantified 

by MS2-labeling and FRAP. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 110. Copyright 2010 The 

Company of Biologists Ltd.) (b) The diffusion property of Oct4 variants in mouse embryos 

was profiled by FCS. D: diffusion coefficient; α: degree of anomalous diffusion; % free: 

percentage of the free component. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 114. Copyright 

2013 Nature Publishing Group) (c) Dark-field illumination-based scattering correlation 

spectroscopy (DFSCS) enables the monitoring of intracellular dynamics of GNPs. 

(Reprinted with permission from Ref 76. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society)
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FIGURE 9. 
Label-free intracellular fingerprinting. (a) One-dimensional nanoneedle sensors for single 

cell probing. (i, Reprinted with permission from Ref 34. Copyright 2000 Nature Publishing 

Group) GNP-coated nanoneedle was used for SERS. (ii, Reprinted with permission from 

Ref 125. Copyright 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) (b) SERS mapping of trivalent and 

hexavalent Chromium was facilitated by intracellular growth of gold nanoislands. 

(Reprinted with permission from Ref 123. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society) (c) 

3, 3′-dihexyloxacarbocyanine iodide (DIOC6(3)) was imaged by MALDI-MSI at 7-µm 

resolution. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 48. Copyright 2012 American Chemical 

Society) (d) CARS for probing intracellular lipid contents and PLGA polymers. (Reprinted 

with permission from Ref 130. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society)
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TABLE 1

Trade-off between spatial and temporal resolutions

Achieved
Key limitation In the market*

Spatial resolution Temporal resolution

STED61, 62 20 nm (lateral)
100 nm (axial)

0.04 s (2.5 × 1.8 µm) Point-scanning mode Leica

STORM63, 64 10 nm (lateral)
20 nm (axial)

0.5 s (31 × 31 µm) Photoswitchable probe Nikon, Leica

SIM65, 66 40 nm (lateral)
100 nm (axial)

0.3 s (32 × 32 µm) Reconstruction algorithm Nikon, Zeiss

*
till manuscript preparation
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